
Message of to all of the residents 

 

Novel coronavirus infection Nagano prefecture task force sent "medical state of emergency 

declaration" to all prefectures as well as started infection cautious level 5 of all areas "novel 

coronavirus special warning, 2" today. 

 

In Kamiina, the number of newly infected people is increasing rapidly, and the number of 

positive cases is increasing, especially for those who have a history of traffic to and from 

outside the prefecture. 

 

Be put by everybody of a citizen, and carry the following behavior without exception, and the 

above mentioned infection control measure up to now, please. 

 

Business trip, travel and returning to your hometown, please, so that the movement which 

straddles a border between prefectures may be canceled or postponed to the utmost. 

 

Please reduce a contact chance with a person as much as possible. 

* Please limit going out to activity necessary to living maintenance (commutation and 

shopping of going to school and food, etc.). 

 

* Please avoid a crowded place and a badly ventilated place to the utmost. 

 

Cut down a meeting except for a workplace and school, and even when needing a meeting, 

please make it a small number of people (to the utmost, within 4 people) and a short time. 



The next in case of dining together including homes, please. 

* Please cut down dining together with the person who doesn't usually meet such as an alumni 

association and relative's party. 

 

* When thoroughness of an infection measure is difficult about dining together of more than 

5 people with drinking who do besides the family of living, please cut down implementation. 

 

The occasion with the symptom by which it's for fever cut down going out, and, please, so that 

I may consult a family doctor immediately. 

  

To stop explosive infection expansion and protect the medical care with which important life 

and that are supported, now is a crucial moment. Citizen's everybody's understanding and 

cooperation, please. 
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